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Artist: 

Seilen 

Based in Geneva, Switzerland  

Founding date: 

March 1, 1999  

Website: 

seilenmusic.com  

Phone: 

N/A  

Press / Business contact: 

seilen.booking@gmail.com  

Social: 

Seilen Twitter 

Seilen Facebook 

Seilen YouTube 

Seilen Instagram 

 

 

 Description 

As a producer she strives to push the boundaries of production in 

order to create experiences is rarely heard by wide audiences. As 

a singer/songwriter she does her best to break conventions and 

rules to let music become its own creative genius. This is not only 

because she thinks that weird is beautiful, but because she 

believes that innovation is necessary to reach new, broader 

musical perspectives. Her goal is to create innovative, thought-

provoking, and charming music that can be enjoyed by a wide 

variety of listeners.  

 

History 

Beginnings  

After starting her musical adventures at only 4 years old,  

Seilen was unofficially created in March 2005 after she 

transitioned from her acoustic folk project (Therefore), and after 

experimenting with styles such as electro-pop, death metal, 

opera, R’n’B and funk she now finds herself lingering into a Nu-

Soul/Ambient/Tribal/Chill-Trap vibe and all of that magic 

happened in a small house in Nashville, TN. Her first music 

production software as a young cub of 21 was Propellerheads’ 

“Reason”, and she realized that she could have as much fun 

creating through a computer than playing an instrument. No 

pressure. This was a brand new way of exploring and constructing 

her own unique musical universe. 

And then...  

After some initial actions to seek more exposure for her 

independent compositions, she found that a viable way of 

achieving this was to let interested people approach her, 

meanwhile in parallel, continuing her collaborations with artists 
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Releases: 

Singles featuring Seilen 

“Lay your burdens down”   

by Synapse Trap (USA) 

“Swiss Connection”   

by SoForReal Productions 

feat. Seilen & Jafaar (USA) 

“Fill up the Void”  

by Hi Def feat. Seilen (BE) 

 

Albums featuring Seilen 

2012  

“Splendom”  

by Bensnburner (DE)  

 2013  

“Visions of the Future” 

by AOS (CH)  

2014  

“Pieces of the World”   

by 2mo’key (JP)  

 

 

 

 

from all around the world that inspire her to broaden her musical 

horizons. Her procedure of creation can offer to the listener 

something earth-like and organic while using digital methods of 

production. After doing a lot of writing and recording she now 

finds herself planning her very own EP, which she plans to set 

loose unto the world in 2016.  

 

Recording projects 

Currently working with producers:  

BAHR (DE) // EXP Jazzy Hip-Hop & Juke 

SYNAPSE (CH) // Dubstep 

BASTHMA (Kenya, Africa) // Trap & Chill-Trap 

HOUSE DAT SHIT (CH) // House, Deep House 

SPOKENN (USA) // Hip-hop, EXP Latin R’n‘B 

ORGANIC MATERIAL (AUS) // Ambient Industrial electro, Hip-Hop 

 

Live projects 

 
SEILEN LIVE (CH) // Ambient Electro, Soul 

Seilen + DJ + VJ 

BENSNBURNER BACKING BAND (DE) // Post-Rock, Funk 

Full Band + Seilen 

AOS MONTREUX SUMMER SESSIONS (CH) // Soul, Funk, Blues 

Full Band + Seilen 

 

Sounds like: 

Björk, Erykah Badu, Jill Scott, Portishead, Muhsinah, Zero 7, 

Lady, FKA Twigs, M.I.A, Little Dragon … 
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